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Abstract—Hybrid AC/DC networks are an effective solution for future power systems, due to their ability to combine advantages of both AC and DC networks. However, they bring new technological challenges, one key area being the control of such a network. The network, and especially the interlinking converter (ILC), must be controlled to ensure that the DC and AC subsystems coordinate to stabilize the network and allocate power appropriately. This is an area which has attracted considerable recent interest due to the non-triviality of the control design. One promising tool is passivity theory which allows the derivation of decentralized conditions through which the stability of the network can be guaranteed. This paper investigates the application of a passivity framework to AC/DC grids, using a typical lossless line assumption. By ensuring that an appropriately formulated passivity condition is satisfied by the AC and DC buses, and the interlinking converter, the stability of the interconnection can be guaranteed. We also discuss how the ILC controller may be designed to achieve an appropriate power allocation between AC and DC sources. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed ILC control design regulates the frequency and voltages of the hybrid AC/DC network with a stable operation maintained.

I. INTRODUCTION

Hybrid AC/DC grids are rapidly gaining attention as an effective solution for future power systems, due to their ability to combine advantages of both AC and DC networks. AC technology is well established, whereas DC networks have lower losses (mainly due to the absence of reactive power), and higher power transfer capability [1]-[2]. In addition, DC networks can facilitate the connection of energy sources such as solar and wind, and certain large loads. By using high-efficiency converters to connect the AC and DC grids, the overall efficiency of the network can be improved. HVDC transmission is already a key technology for flexible and controllable power transfer, and it is envisaged that future transmission systems will consist of AC and DC subgrids connected to form hybrid AC/DC grids [3]. Hybrid AC/DC networks bring new technological challenges, of which one key area is the control of such a network [4]. The network, and in particular the interlinking converter (ILC), must be controlled in such a way as to ensure that the DC and AC subsystems coordinate to stabilize the network and allocate power appropriately across the hybrid power grid [5]. This is a non-trivial problem which is made more difficult by the fact that DC networks typically have faster response times compared to AC networks, and the interactions between the DC and AC sides can be destabilizing [6],[7].

The control of the interlinking converter is therefore a key issue for hybrid AC/DC approaches. Several control approaches have been proposed, including traditional dual-droop control (e.g. [9]), integral dual-droop control [10]-[13], and approaches based on matching control [14]. While the standard dual-droop approach is logical, the two droop schemes tend to interfere with each other and degrade power-sharing performance [9]. In our former paper [14], we focused on achieving suitable power sharing for both primary and secondary control with a simple converter model. However, guaranteeing stability of the network becomes an involved problem when the ILC dynamics are taken into account, and potential stability issues have been reported in hybrid AC/DC networks, e.g. [15], [16], [17]. The timescale difference between slower AC responses and faster DC responses can be a challenge for the control of hybrid AC/DC grids, and inappropriate control design can lead to poor transient performance and oscillations. Hence systematic analysis and design approaches need to be developed.

One potential and promising tool to ensure stability in a scalable way is passivity theory. Passivity-based approaches have been proposed when AC networks (e.g. [20], [21], [22], [23], [24]) or DC networks (e.g. [25], [26], [27]) are individually studied. The stability of grid-connected converters may be analyzed via various other methods when a centralized analysis is carried out, e.g. by directly modelling the converters and grid, or by using the impedance-based multivariable Nyquist criterion in [28]. However a distinctive feature of a passivity approach is the fact that it leads to decentralized stability conditions that involve only local bus dynamics. This is an important property when large scale networks are analyzed involving potentially multiple converters and energy sources, as it can ensure system stability when there are grid variations or converters are added/removed, by satisfying decentralized conditions on the bus dynamics. On the other hand, passivity is only a sufficient condition for stability (as is the case with any decentralized stability condition), therefore appropriate control designs need to be developed such that the conditions it leads to are satisfied.

This paper will investigate the application of a passivity framework to AC/DC grids. This is a problem that has not been studied thus far in the literature, with decentralized passivity based designs having been applied to cases where AC or DC networks are individually studied. In a hybrid AC/DC network the interlinking converter (ILC) must satisfy appropriate passivity properties on the way its dynamics relate the current and voltages in the AC and DC sides of the converter respectively. This is in general a challenging problem.
and in this paper we investigate the feasibility of such a passivity-based approach for controller design. By ensuring an appropriately formulated passivity criterion is satisfied by the AC network (with an assumption of lossless transmission lines), the DC network, and by the interlinking converter, the stability of the interconnection can be guaranteed. Another important factor for the control of the ILCs is the power-sharing properties within the network. Traditional dual-droop approaches are unable to share power across the entire hybrid AC/DC network effectively [5],[14], and this can result in overloading of local sources. This paper will consider various control designs to achieve good power-sharing performance while satisfying a decentralized passivity based stability condition, which is a problem that has not been addressed thus far in the literature.

To summarize, the contributions of this paper are:

1) The application of passivity theory to hybrid AC/DC grids. Focusing especially on the ILC, we find a decentralized condition by which stability may be guaranteed.

2) We consider the design of ILC controllers in order to satisfy this condition while achieving appropriate power-sharing properties. Our analysis reveals a trade-off between network stability and power-sharing.

3) We propose an ILC controller to achieve our control objectives and illustrate the effectiveness of our approach with numerical simulations.

The paper is organized as follows. The background is given in Sections II-IV. In particular, Section II presents the notation used in the paper, section III provides an overview of passivity approaches and how they can be extended to hybrid AC/DC networks, and section IV presents the mathematical models used for the network. The problem is posed in section V, where a main stability result is presented and a discussion is included on various ILC control schemes. Simulations in section VI illustrate the applicability of our proposed design and our conclusions are given in section VII.

II. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION

We consider a general hybrid AC/DC network with the set of buses denoted by \( N = \{1, 2, \ldots, |N|\} \) and the set of transmission lines by \( E = \{1, 2, \ldots, |E|\} \). For each bus \( j \in N \) we use \( i : i \rightarrow j \) and \( k : j \rightarrow k \) to denote the predecessors and successors of bus \( j \) respectively. We also define the set of all AC buses \( N_{ac} \) and all DC buses \( N_{dc} \), such that \( N_{ac} \cup N_{dc} = N \); likewise we define the set of all AC edges \( E_{ac} \) and all DC edges \( E_{dc} \). The network is composed of multiple AC and DC subsystems and connections between AC and DC buses are facilitated by the interlinking converters, the set of which is denoted by \( X = \{1, 2, \ldots, |X|\} \). The ILC buses are denoted by \( X_{ac}^{dc} \subseteq N_{ac} \) and \( X_{dc}^{ac} \subseteq N_{dc} \) for the AC and DC buses, respectively, to which the ILC \( j \) is connected. The set of AC buses to which a converter is connected is denoted by \( X_{ac} = (X_{ac}^{1}, \ldots, X_{ac}^{X}) \subset N_{ac} \). Similarly, the set of DC buses to which a converter is connected is denoted by \( X_{dc} = (X_{dc}^{1}, \ldots, X_{dc}^{X}) \subset N_{dc} \).

III. PASSIVITY CONDITIONS FOR HYBRID AC/DC NETWORKS

In this section we provide an overview of how passivity approaches have been successfully employed in the literature for decentralized control design in DC and AC networks. We then discuss how these ideas can be extended in a hybrid AC/DC network, whereby an appropriate passivity condition on the ILC can be formulated. The network model we will consider is described in detail in section IV where a stability result will be stated, with a corresponding proof provided.

A. Passivity

Passivity approaches have been widely used in the literature to achieve network stability in a decentralized and scalable manner. A nominal value of a variable is defined as its value at a suitable equilibrium of the system with AC frequency equal to the nominal value (50 Hz or 60 Hz). In practice, these nominal values may also be related to the control design, e.g. power, voltage or frequency reference values for droop control.

B. Notation in system model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \omega_j )</td>
<td>AC frequency at bus ( j \in N_{ac} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \eta_{ij} )</td>
<td>Voltage angle difference between two AC buses ( i ) and ( j )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{ij}^{ac} )</td>
<td>AC voltage at bus ( j \in N_{ac} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M_j )</td>
<td>Inertia at bus ( j \in N_{ac} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D_j )</td>
<td>Damping coefficient at bus ( j \in N_{ac} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau_g )</td>
<td>Generator time constant at bus ( j \in N_{ac} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a_{ij}, b_{ij} )</td>
<td>Constants in the third-order generator model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau_x )</td>
<td>Interlinking converter time constant at bus ( j \in X_{ac} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n_i )</td>
<td>Reactive power - voltage droop coefficient for the ILC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_j )</td>
<td>Generator d-axis reactance constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_{ij}^G )</td>
<td>Generated active power at bus ( j )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_{ij}^L )</td>
<td>Load active power at bus ( j )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_{ij}^P )</td>
<td>Interlinking converter active power transfer (DC to AC) at bus ( j )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( q_{ij}^P )</td>
<td>Total active power injected into the network at bus ( j \in N_{ac} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( q_{ij}^L )</td>
<td>Reactive power injected into the network at bus ( j \in N_{ac} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( q_{ij}^R )</td>
<td>Reactive power absorbed at bus ( j \in N_{ac} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( q_{ij}^X )</td>
<td>Reactive power injected by interlinking converter at bus ( j \in N_{ac} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( q_{ij} )</td>
<td>Total reactive power injected into the network at bus ( j \in N_{ac} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_{ij} )</td>
<td>Active power transfer between buses ( i ) and ( j ) for ( (i,j) \in E_{ac} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( q_{ij} )</td>
<td>Reactive power transfer between buses ( i ) and ( j ) for ( (i,j) \in E_{ac} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B_{ij} )</td>
<td>Transmission line susceptance for ( (i,j) \in E_{ac} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_j )</td>
<td>Capacitance at bus ( j \in N_{dc} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{ij}^{dc} )</td>
<td>DC voltage at bus ( j \in N_{ac} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( i_{ij} )</td>
<td>DC current between bus ( i ) and ( j ) for ( (i,j) \in E_{dc} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( G_{ij} )</td>
<td>Line conductance for ( (i,j) \in E_{dc} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
way. The key property is the fact that the negative feedback interconnection of two passive systems is stable and passive [29]. Therefore, by representing the system dynamics as an interconnection of two subsystems and ensuring that both are passive with respect to their inputs and outputs, we can guarantee stability. A main feature in power systems that can be exploited is the fact that transmission lines dynamics have natural passivity properties. Hence if the network is viewed as the interconnection of two multivariable systems, one associated with the transmission lines and one associated with the bus dynamics then one can deduce that passivation of the bus dynamics is sufficient for stability. In the following sections we will review such conditions for DC and AC networks and discuss how these can be extended for hybrid AC/DC networks.

We provide first a definition of what is meant by a passive system. Consider a dynamical system with m inputs, n states, and m outputs of the form:

\[ \dot{x} = f(x, u) \]
\[ y = g(x, u) \]

where \( u(t) \in \mathbb{R}^m \) is the input vector, \( x(t) \in \mathbb{R}^n \) the vector of states, and \( y(t) \in \mathbb{R}^m \) the output, \( f \) is locally Lipschitz, and \( g \) is continuous.

Definition 1 (Passivity): The system (1) is locally passive about an equilibrium point with constant input \( \bar{u} \) and constant state \( \bar{x} \) if there exists open neighbourhoods \( U \) of \( \bar{u} \) and \( X \) of \( \bar{x} \) and a continuously differentiable function \( W(x) \) such that

\[ W(x) \leq (u - \bar{u})^T (y - \bar{y}). \]

for all \( x \in X \) and \( u \in U \) The system is locally input strictly passive if the definition above holds with the right hand side of (2) replaced by \( (u - \bar{u})^T (y - \bar{y}) - \phi(u - \bar{u}) \) where \( \phi \) is a positive definite function.

Remark 1: It should be noted that if system (1) is linear then if the passivity property holds locally about an equilibrium point, it also holds globally, i.e., for any other equilibrium point and for any deviation from an equilibrium point. Therefore for linear systems which satisfy Definition 1, we will refer to them as being “passive” (or “input strictly passive”) without making reference to a particular equilibrium point.

Remark 2: It should be noted that for linear systems \( W(x) \) can be chosen to be a quadratic function with a strict minimum at the equilibrium point, when the system is controllable and observable. In the rest of the paper we will assume that \( W(x) \) has this property when Definition 1 is satisfied by a linear system.

Remark 3: The passivity property may easily be verified for linear systems via the KYP Lemma that yields a linear matrix inequality (LMI) feasibility problem. Note also that for linear systems passivity is equivalent to the positive realness of the corresponding transfer matrix [29].

In this paper we will show that an appropriately formulated passivity property on the ILC can be used to deduce stability of the hybrid AC/DC network. Furthermore, we will discuss how existing ILC control schemes can be adjusted to satisfy the decentralized condition relating to the passivity property.

B. DC network passivity

Passivity approaches for DC networks typically use the current and voltages as inputs and outputs [25], [30], as illustrated in Fig. 1. The resulting transfer function is therefore often called the “impedance” or “admittance”, since it relates voltages and currents. In particular, the transmission line dynamics are passive when viewed as a dynamical system with input the vector of bus voltage deviations \( \bar{V}^{dc} = \{V_{1}^{dc}, V_{2}^{dc}, \ldots\} \) and output the vector of bus injection current deviations \( \bar{i}^{dc} = \{i_{1}^{dc}, i_{2}^{dc}, \ldots\} \) (follows easily from the fact that these are composed only of RLC components).

C. AC network passivity

Passivity-based approaches in AC networks have been proposed in the literature, e.g. [21], [23], [24] to design converter and generator control mechanisms. Unlike DC networks, the appropriate reference frame and choice of inputs and outputs requires consideration. The use of the Park and Clarke \((dq)\) transformations in a common reference frame, as in [21], [24] allows transmission lines retain their natural passivity properties. If the assumption that the transmission line dynamics are instantaneous and lossless (i.e. purely inductive) can be made, the bus dynamics can be simplified using a local reference frame\(^3\) for the \(dq\) transform.

In our case, since we are considering AC transmission networks, such an assumption is typically justified. In this case the transmission lines are passive if these are viewed as a system with input the frequency (deviation) \( \omega_j \) and voltage magnitude

\(^3\) It should be noted that in our numerical investigations we found it not feasible to design ILC controllers such that the passivity condition on the ILC is satisfied, when a synchronous reference frame is used.
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IV. NETWORK MODEL

A. Transmission line model

We assume that the dynamic behaviour of the transmission
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to the output local frequency $\omega$ and voltage magnitude $V_i^\text{ac}$. For completeness, we also state the assumptions used in the

DC power-flow approximation in Assumption 1:

Assumption 1:

- Voltage angle differences between buses remain small, such that $\sin \eta_{ij} \approx \eta_{ij}$ and $\cos \eta_{ij} \approx 1$.
- Voltage magnitudes remain close to the nominal (1 p.u.), i.e. the voltage deviation $V_i^\text{ac} \ll 1$.
- The transmission lines are lossless.

Applying these assumptions to the power-flow equations results in the simplified linear power-flow equations in (3):

$$
p_{ij} = B_{ij}\eta_{ij} \quad (i,j) \in E_{ac} \quad (3a)
$$

$$
q_{ij} = B_{ij}(V_i^\text{ac} - V_j^\text{ac}) \quad (i,j) \in E_{ac} \quad (3b)
$$

2) DC Power-flow model: For DC networks, reactive power is absent. The power transfer equation can be derived from Ohm's Law:

$$
i_{ij} = G_{ij}(V_i^\text{dc} - V_j^\text{dc}) \quad (i,j) \in E_{dc} \quad (4)
$$

where $i_{ij}$ is the branch current flow deviation. Supposing that the voltages remain close to 1 p.u., we have $p_{ij} \approx i_{ij}$.

Another notion we will use in our analysis is the total power (current) transfer from the DC-side bus of the ILC into the

DC subsystem via the connected transmission lines. This is
denoted by:

$$
i_{dc} = \sum_{i:i \rightarrow j} i_{ij} + \sum_{k:j \rightarrow k} i_{jk}, j \in X_{dc} \quad (5)
$$

Remark 4: Note that it is possible to include resistive-

inductive DC line dynamics in the model without affecting the
assumption. We consider for generality an asymptotically
stable linear system representing DC generation at a bus 
j ∈ Gdc i.e.
\begin{align}
x_{j}^{DG} &= A_{j}x_{j}^{DG} + B_{j}u \\
p_{j}^{G} &= C_{j}x_{j}^{DG} + D_{j}u
\end{align}
where \( A_{j} \in \mathbb{R}^{m_{j} \times m_{j}}, B_{j} \in \mathbb{R}^{m_{j} \times 1}, C_{j} \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times m_{j}}, D_{j} \in \mathbb{R}, \)
u = -V_{dc}, and \( x_{j}^{DG} \) is the state vector. We state below a passivity assumption on this system.

Assumption 3: The generator dynamics at buses \( j \in G_{dc} \)
with input \( u = -V_{dc}^{j} \) and output \( p_{j}^{G} \) are input strictly passive, i.e. they satisfy the condition in Definition 1.

C. Full network model
For clarity, we provide the overall system equations in (10).
\begin{align}
\dot{\eta}_{ij} &= \omega_{i} - \omega_{j}, \quad (i, j) \in E_{ac} \\
M_{j} \dot{\omega}_{j} &= p_{j}^{G} + p_{j}^{X} - p_{j}^{L} + \sum_{i = j} p_{ij} - \sum_{k = j} p_{jk}, \quad j \in \mathbb{N}_{ac} \\
\tau_{j}^{y} \dot{V}_{j}^{ac} &= e_{j}^{G} + q_{j}^{X} - q_{j}^{L} - \sum_{i = j} q_{ij} + \sum_{k = j} q_{jk}, \quad j \in \mathbb{N}_{ac} \\
C_{j} \dot{V}_{j}^{dc} &= p_{j}^{G} - p_{j}^{L} + \sum_{i = j} i_{ij} - \sum_{k = j} i_{jk}, j \in G_{dc} \\
p_{ij} &= B_{ij} \eta_{ij}, \quad j \in \mathbb{N}_{ac}, (i, j) \in E_{ac} \\
q_{ij} &= B_{ij} (V_{j}^{ac} - V_{i}^{ac}), \quad j \in \mathbb{N}_{ac}, (i, j) \in E_{ac} \\
i_{ij} &= G_{ij} (V_{i}^{dc} - V_{j}^{dc}), \quad j \in \mathbb{N}_{dc}, (i, j) \in E_{dc}
\end{align}
The system equations may be described as follows:
- Equations (10a)-(10b) are the third-order generator models, where variables \( p_{j}^{G}, e_{j}^{G} \) are as defined in (7), (8) and the preceding text.
- (10d) is the DC voltage equation, where the DC generation \( p_{j}^{G} \) satisfies (9).
- (10e)-(10g) are the power-flow equations.
- \( p_{j}^{X}, q_{j}^{X} \) are time varying quantities denoting real/reactive power transfers associated with the ILC (see Table I). Dynamics associated with the ILC will be described in the next section.

V. INTERLINKING CONVERTER CONTROL
In this section we present the problem considered in this paper, namely the design of the interlinking converter control scheme so as to have network stability and appropriate power-sharing. We start by presenting the control objectives, followed by a stability result for the network when the ILC satisfies an appropriately formulated decentralized passivity condition. A short review and assessment of the ILC control schemes proposed in literature is then given, to see whether they can achieve the criterion specified, while achieving a desired steady-state power allocation. Finally, we discuss inherent trade-offs and propose an ILC control scheme that achieves the desired objectives.

Control objectives:
1) Stability: Provide stability guarantees for the network by means of local conditions on the bus dynamics.

2) Power sharing: The power transfer between the AC and DC subsystems should be such that the droop-controlled AC and DC sources contribute in proportion to their droop coefficients. This in turn requires establishing a prescribed relation between the AC frequencies and the DC voltages at steady state, since these are the variables used for droop control.

These two control objectives are related by the fact that the power-sharing will be determined by the steady state response of the dynamics. In particular, certain control architectures which give good power sharing properties might not necessarily have good stability properties, or vice versa. Our analysis focuses on the ability of ILC control architectures to meet both objectives.

A. Stability result

We now state in Assumption 4 a decentralized passivity condition for the ILCs (note that this is analogous to that discussed in section III-D).

For our analysis we assume that the ILC dynamics are linear. In particular, for each ILC $k \in X$ connecting bus $i = X_{ac}^k$ to bus $j = X_{dc}^k$, the dynamical system with input $-\omega_i V_{ac}^i i_{dc}^j$ and output $[p_1^X q_1^X V_{dc}^j]^T$ is linear and asymptotically stable with state vector $x_k^i$.

Assumption 4: For each ILC $k \in X$ connecting bus $i = X_{ac}^k$ to bus $j = X_{dc}^k$, the dynamical system with input $-\omega_i V_{ac}^i i_{dc}^j$ and output $[p_1^X q_1^X V_{dc}^j]^T$ is linear and asymptotically stable with state vector $x_k^i$.

We now present the stability result for the hybrid AC/DC network under the passivity assumption stated above. Our stability result is given in Theorem 1 and the proof is provided in the Appendix, showing that all solutions of the system converge to an equilibrium point. Note that although the convergence result is global (due to the linear power transfer dynamics (10e) and the assumption of linear converter/generation dynamics), the linearizing assumption for the transmission lines (Assumption 1) is only valid for small angle differences between buses and hence in practice the stability property stated is a local one. Note also that the linearity assumption for the ILC dynamics could be relaxed as we will discuss in Remark 6.

Theorem 1 (Stability): Consider a dynamical system described by equations (10), with AC and DC generation and ILC dynamics satisfying Assumptions 2, 3 and 4 respectively. Then all solutions of (10) converge to an equilibrium point.

Remark 6: It should be noted that the stability proof in the appendix is Lyapunov based. If the system has non-linear dynamics for which the passivity property in Definition 1 holds about an appropriate equilibrium point, local convergence to an equilibrium point can also be deduced using an analogous Lyapunov function. Note that the Lyapunov function used to prove stability consists of the storage functions of the AC network, the DC network, and the ILC.

Theorem 1 shows that if decentralized passivity conditions are satisfied, stability of the network can be deduced. As discussed at the beginning of this section, in addition to stability our desired objectives include also achieving satisfactory power sharing. In the following section we provide analysis and simulations to illustrate various underlying trade-offs and demonstrate the applicability of our results for ILC control design.

B. Converter models

Since transmission networks operate slowly compared to the internal dynamics of the converter, we model the interfacing converter as either first-order controllable voltage sources, or first-order controllable power sources with some time constant $\tau_i^X$. The first-order time constant representation is typical for simplified models of converters in power grids, e.g. [33], and are relevant for the study of grid dynamics at medium to slower timescales. The distinction between setting the AC-side voltage and frequency (voltage control) or controlling the power transfer directly (power control) is analogous to that between grid-forming control and grid-supporting control in an AC microgrid [34]. Note that more detailed models which include hierarchical inner loops and switching dynamics are used for the simulations carried out in section VI. We illustrate our ILC notation in Fig. 5 and a detailed description of various ILC control schemes is provided in the next section.

C. Controller review

1) Dual-droop control schemes: In this section we consider schemes which track a power setpoint determined by the AC frequency and DC voltage, namely conventional dual droop control [9], and normalized integral dual-droop control [10]-[13]. The model of the ILC in dual droop is (11):

$$\tau_i^q \dot{q}_i^X = -q_i^X - n_i^{-1} V_{ac}^i$$ (11a)

$$\tau_i^p \dot{p}_i^X = -p_i^X - K_i^V \omega_i + K_i^V V_{dc}^i$$ (11b)

$$C_j V_{dc}^j = -p_i^X - i_{dc}^j - K_i^V V_{dc}^i$$ (11c)

where constants $K_i^V$ and $K_i^V$ are droop coefficients, and constant $K_i^V$ is the integral gain. The DC current into the ILC from the network, $-i_{dc}^j$, is defined in (5) (similarly for the other converter models). Similarly, the model of the ILC in normalized integral dual-droop mode is:

$$\dot{\xi}_i = -K_i^V \omega_i + K_i^V V_{dc}^i$$ (12a)

$$\tau_i^q \dot{q}_i^X = -q_i^X - n_i^{-1} V_{ac}^i$$ (12b)

$$\tau_i^p \dot{p}_i^X = -p_i^X - K_i^V \omega_i + K_i^V V_{dc}^i + K_i^I \xi_i$$ (12c)

$$C_j V_{dc}^j = -p_i^X - i_{dc}^j - K_i^V V_{dc}^i$$ (12d)

Figure 5. ILC notation.
2) **Matching ILC control:** This controller, inspired by [18], was proposed in our previous work [14], where the analysis focused on the power sharing properties with simpler static models used for inverters. Let the frequency at the ILC (internal) AC bus be set as:

\[ \omega_i^X = m V_{dc} \]

(13)

This relates the AC frequency deviation \( \omega_i^X \) proportionally to the DC voltage deviation \( V_{dc} \) by a chosen constant \( m > 0 \). Note that the same equilibrium is reached in (12) with \( m = K_1^V / K_2^V \). A key feature of this control scheme is to note that rather than controlling the power transfer, this controller directly regulates the AC-side frequency and voltage. The power injection \( p_i^X \) is instead determined by the angle difference and impedance between the internal AC bus of the ILC with frequency \( \omega_i \) in (13) and the bus of the AC subsystem to which the ILC is connected. The model of the ILC in matching control mode is:

\[
\eta_i^X = \omega_i + m_i V_{dc}
\]

\[
\eta_i^X = V_{acX} - n_i^{-1} q_i^X
\]

\[
C_j V_{dc} = -p_i^X - q^X - K_{dc} V_{dc}
\]

\[
p_i^X = B_i \eta_i^X
\]

\[
q_i^X = B_i (V_{acX} - V_{ac})
\]

(14c)

(14d)

(14e)

where \( \eta_i^X \) is the angle difference between the internal AC bus (i.e. the converter side of the AC filter) of the ILC and the bus of the AC subsystem to which the ILC is connected, \( V_{acX} \) is the voltage magnitude deviation of the internal AC bus of the ILC, and \( B_i > 0 \) is the magnitude of the filter susceptance.

### D. Control design of interlinking converters

As discussed in section V, we consider conventional dual droop control [9], normalized integral dual-droop control [10]-[13], and controller based on matching control recently proposed in our previous work [14]. The simplified models may be easily assessed to determine whether appropriate parameter choices can satisfy the passivity condition, and for completeness, we also numerically examine more detailed full order converter models which include internal voltage and current loops.

For the numerical evaluation, we adopt the following approach. As stated in Remark 3, passivity requires the positive realness of the corresponding transfer function matrix which we denote \( H(s) \). Therefore, in order to satisfy the condition the eigenvalues of the Hermitian part of the transfer matrix at all frequencies must be non-negative, i.e. \( H(j\omega) + H^*(j\omega) \geq 0 \). This is to examine numerically and it becomes possible to identify the frequency ranges at which passivity may be lacking. The numerical evaluation may be described as follows, and is also summarized in Table II:

- The dual-droop controlled ILC is the controller for which we were able to find reasonable parameters to satisfy the passivity condition. However, as stated earlier there are power-sharing issues.
- The dynamics of integral dual-droop are passive for most frequencies, however at some frequency ranges the transfer matrix does not satisfy \( H(j\omega) + H^*(j\omega) \geq 0 \). This range can be reduced if the gains are small, but in our investigations we were not able to achieve passivity by tuning the gains.
- For matching control, the simple model presented in (14) could not be passivated\(^6\), although the power sharing objective is achieved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Controller</th>
<th>Passivity assessment</th>
<th>Power sharing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dual-droop</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integral droop</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matching</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^6\) Using an even simpler model (which models the converter filter as part of the network rather than the ILC), it is possible to achieve passivity (but not strict passivity). However, this requires exact gains (which are difficult to achieve practically) and passivity cannot be achieved when more advanced models are used. Hence this is not a practical control design to satisfy the passivity condition.
achieve stability guarantees via the passivity property. In particular, we propose a small modification of the integral dual-droop scheme. By using a leaky integrator instead of a pure integrator (i.e. a first-order lag term with a very low cut-off frequency), passivity may be achieved by appropriately tuning the gains. In particular, an additional \(-\epsilon_i \xi_i\) term is added in the righthand side of (12a) (see (15a)). This term causes a small error in the power-sharing, however this is not substantial (1% or less). Another way to address this trade-off is by having the ILC close enough to a droop-controlled source such that an appropriate diagonal term in \(H(0)\), to help achieve passivity, can be provided by the local source. This is consistent with the practical intuition that AC/DC connections should be made at strong parts of the grid.

We also further improve transient performance by the addition of a suitable lead compensator of the standard form \(\frac{\alpha s + \beta}{\alpha s + \gamma}\) with parameters \(\alpha > 1\) and \(\beta > 0\) which control the shape of the phase lead and the frequency at which it is applied respectively. The lead compensator preserves the desired passivity property and is placed at the controller output associated with active power \(p_i^{ac}\) in the ILC. For completeness, we provide the amended ILC equations in (15):

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{\xi}_i &= -K_i^\omega \omega_i + K_i^V V_i^{dc} - \epsilon_i \xi_i \quad (15a) \\
\tau_i^x q_i^x &= -q_i^x - n_i^{-1} V_i^{rec} \quad (15b) \\
\dot{x}_i &= -\alpha_i \beta_i x_i + (-K_i^\omega \omega_i + K_i^V V_i^{dc} + K_i^I \xi_i) \quad (15c) \\
\tau_i^x p_i^x &= -p_i^x - \alpha_i \beta_i (\alpha_i^2 - 1) x_i + \alpha_i^2 (-K_i^\omega \omega_i + K_i^V V_i^{dc} + K_i^I \xi_i) \quad (15d) \\
C_i V_i^{dc} &= -p_i^x - q_i^{dc} - K_i^{dc} V_i^{dc} \quad (15e)
\end{align*}
\]

where \(x_i\) is the state associated with the compensator. The passivity property is satisfied for suitable parameter choices as we will illustrate shortly.

We demonstrate below the passivity properties of the proposed controllers in the frequency domain. Since passivity is equivalent to the positive realness of the corresponding transfer function, the eigenvalues of the Hermitian part of the transfer matrix at all frequencies must be non-negative, i.e. we require \(H(j\omega) + H^*(j\omega) \geq 0\). We can therefore deduce the passivity property via the eigenvalues of this Hermitian matrix over frequency. Fig. 6 compares the eigenvalues of this matrix for the three control strategies over a range of frequencies, using the models presented in (11), (12), (14), (15). Parameter values for all models are as follows: \(K_i^\omega = 2.5 \times 10^5\) W/(rad s\(^{-1}\)), \(K_i^V = 5 \times 10^3\) W/V, \(\epsilon_i = 10^{-2}\), \(n_i = 0\), \(K_i^I = 0.1\), \(C_i = 10^{-3}\) mF, \(\alpha_i = 2\), \(\beta_i = 2 \times 10^{-2}\), \(K_i^{dc} = 1\) W/V, \(m_i = 0.002\), \(B_i = 3.18\).

In this numerical study we considered an extensive range of parameters and compensators for each ILC controller, however we were unable to achieve passivity for some control architectures. As discussed, this is because their steady-state input/output map is non-passive. The lack of passivity associated with the non-passive steady-state input/output map occurs by definition for low frequencies, which corresponds to a risk of low-frequency stability issues (such as inter-area oscillations) if the passivity condition is not satisfied.

VI. CASE STUDY AND DISCUSSION

We perform simulations on the simple test hybrid AC/DC network in Figure 7 (also used in [14]), in order to verify our analysis. The parameters of the network are given in Table III. A 4 MVA, 13.8kV synchronous machine is connected to the AC subsystem at bus 5 via a 4 MVA step-down transformer, and there are four distributed DC generators across the two subsystems at buses 1 and 9 (1 MW) and buses 3 and 7 (3 MW). The simulation model is more detailed and realistic than our analytical model, and it includes the converter dynamics with switching (two-level pulse width modulation), hierarchical inner-loop dynamics, the LCL filter dynamics, transmission line dynamics, detailed generator, turbine-governor and exciter dynamics, and realistic communication delays.\(^7\) The droop coefficients are set proportionally to the source ratings with gains of (500 kW / (rad/s), 1 kW / V, 3 kW / V) for the synchronous generator, DC sources at buses 1 and 9, DC sources at buses 3 and 7 respectively.

In Figs. 8-13 we compare the performance of the three decentralized ILC controllers considered in this paper. We show the AC frequency and DC voltage response to the same

\(^7\) Further details, including the equilibrium points in the simulation, are also available at: https://doi.org/10.13140/RG.2.2.20682.39367/1
In order to improve the power sharing performance, two approaches have been proposed. The first adds an integral term to the dual-droop controller, and allows power sharing to be improved by relating at steady state the frequencies of the AC subgrids to the voltages of the DC subgrids. This allows droop control schemes at the generation sources to achieve a prescribed power sharing if line resistances are small [10], [13], [14], [36]. In order to have guaranteed stability and scalability via passivity, and to improve performance, we use the leaky integrator and phase lead compensator proposed in this paper. Figs. 10-11 show that both power-sharing and good transient performance are achieved. The powers converge to similar values unlike the traditional dual-droop controller in Fig. 9. Also the error resulting from the use of the leaky integrator is negligible.

The other approach to achieve power sharing in the primary time-frame is the matching ILC controller proposed in our previous work [14]. Figs. 10-11 show that the powers do converge to values comparable to those obtained when the integral dual-droop controller is used (Fig. 11), again representing a significant improvement on the traditional scheme in Fig. 9. However, in practice transient performance is highly dependent on the presence of enough DC capacitance, requiring either low gains (slower response) or significant DC capacitance to reduce the DC voltage overshoot, and therefore the frequency overshoot, to acceptable values. A further consideration is the DC ripple, which depends on both the DC capacitance and converter topology. This will be reflected in the AC frequency and must therefore be reduced to acceptable levels. Furthermore, as explained in section V-D it is not possible to achieve the passivity property on the ILC in this case making stability guarantees difficult to achieve.

Simulations show that matching control may be destabilized by an excessively high matching gain, while similarly a large integral droop gain in the integral dual-droop scheme results in oscillatory behaviour. It should be noted that these gains affect the passivity property of the ILC considerably, whereas stability is ensured when the passivity property is satisfied. The simulations above demonstrate that the dual droop controller with a leaky integrator term, lead compensator, combined

---

**Table III**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Parameter/Location</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bus capacitances</td>
<td>$C_1, C_3, C_7, C_9$</td>
<td>6 mF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC load resistances</td>
<td>$R_{i3}$</td>
<td>600 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC line resistances</td>
<td>$R_{12}, R_{23}, R_{78},R_{89}$</td>
<td>0.2 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC line inductances</td>
<td>$L_{12}, L_{23}, L_{78},L_{89}$</td>
<td>1 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC switched loads</td>
<td>$p_3, p_7$</td>
<td>1.2 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated DC voltage</td>
<td>$V_{dc}$</td>
<td>10 kV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC source ratings</td>
<td>(Buses 1 and 9)</td>
<td>1 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC source ratings</td>
<td>(Buses 3 and 7)</td>
<td>3 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converter DC capacitance</td>
<td>$C_3, C_7$</td>
<td>2 mF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converter filter parameters</td>
<td>$R, L, C$</td>
<td>0.1 Ω, 1 mH, 10 μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converter $\omega / N$ ratio</td>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated AC voltage</td>
<td>$V_{ac}$</td>
<td>3.3 kV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC line resistances</td>
<td>$R_{ij}$</td>
<td>0.2 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC line inductances</td>
<td>$L_{ij}$</td>
<td>1 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC load resistances</td>
<td>$R_{L3}, R_{L6}$</td>
<td>1000 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC load active power</td>
<td>$R_{L5}$</td>
<td>1 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformer reactance</td>
<td>$X_5$</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generator inertia constant</td>
<td>$M_5$</td>
<td>3.2 s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC rated frequency</td>
<td>$f = \frac{1}{2\pi}$</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC source droop gains</td>
<td>(Buses 1 and 9)</td>
<td>1 kW / V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC source droop gains</td>
<td>(Buses 3 and 7)</td>
<td>3 kW / V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generator droop gain</td>
<td>(Bus 5)</td>
<td>500 kW / (rad/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILC dual-droop gains</td>
<td>DC side</td>
<td>500 W / V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILC dual-droop gains</td>
<td>AC side</td>
<td>250 kW / (rad/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILC leaky integrator term</td>
<td>$\epsilon$</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILC compensator terms</td>
<td>$\alpha, \beta$</td>
<td>$10^2, 10^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILC matching constant</td>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 8.** Frequency and voltage response with the dual-droop ILC controller (12)

**Figure 9.** Active power of the dual-droop ILC controller (11). The value at steady state demonstrates the power-sharing.

**Figure 10.** Frequency and voltage response with the leaky integral dual-droop ILC controller (15). The value at steady state demonstrates the power-sharing.
with reactive power - voltage droop provides an appropriate control design for hybrid AC/DC transmission systems. Both the transient performance and the steady-state power-sharing objectives are met, and its inherent passive behaviour allows an analytical guarantee of stability within the hybrid network.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper has considered the problem of designing controllers for interlinking converters in hybrid AC/DC grids to ensure network stability and share power efficiently between AC and DC sources. Using a passivity framework, we have examined existing ILC control schemes and proposed modifications such that an appropriately formulated decentralized passivity condition is satisfied, which allows to guarantee stability while retaining good performance and power-sharing properties. We have presented a case study and simulation results to show that the proposed passivity framework is applicable for control design in hybrid AC/DC networks. We have shown that the frequency and voltages of the hybrid AC/DC network can be regulated in such a way to satisfy the passivity condition and ensure stability, while also achieving good transient responses and appropriate power sharing. Future work can include: the experimental demonstration of a scaled AC/DC grid, the development of new and improved controllers for the ILC, the application of passivity approaches to converter-based hybrid AC/DC grids with more advanced models for the converters and their interconnections, and the application of passivity theory to secondary-control designs for hybrid AC/DC grids.

APPENDIX

The appendix includes the proof of the stability result presented in the main text (Theorem 1). We provide first some notation that will be used within the proof. The vector of angle differences is denoted as \( \eta = [\eta_{ij}]_{(i,j) \in E_{ac}} \), the vector of AC frequency deviations from its nominal value (50 or 60 Hz) is denoted by \( \omega = [\omega_j]_{j \in N_{ac}} \), the vector of AC voltage deviations from their nominal value is denoted by \( V_{ac} = [V_{ac}^j]_{j \in N_{ac}} \), and the vector of DC voltage deviations is denoted by \( V_{dc} = [V_{dc}^j]_{j \in G_{dc}} \) and similarly denote \( i_{dc} = [i_{dc}^j]_{j \in X_{dc}} \). The frequencies at the AC generator buses are denoted by \( \omega^G = [\omega^G_j]_{j \in N_{ac}} \). Similarly, we collect the internal states by \( x_{SG} = [x_{SG}^j]_{j \in G_{ac}} \), \( x_{DG} = [x_{DG}^j]_{j \in G_{dc}} \), \( x_C = [x_C^j]_{j \in X} \). The vector of the states of the interconnection is denoted by \( x = [\eta, \omega^G, V_{ac}, V_{dc}, x_{SG}, x_{DG}, x_C] \).

A. Proof of Theorem 1

We prove Theorem 1 by finding a suitable Lyapunov function \( W(x) \) for the system (10). Consider an equilibrium point \( x^* = \left( \eta^*, \omega^G^*, V_{ac}^*, V_{dc}^*, x_{SG}^*, x_{DG}^*, x_C^* \right) \) and let \( W^{SG}, W^{DG}, W^C \) be the corresponding storage functions associated with AC generation, DC generation and the ILC when the passivity properties specified in the Theorem are satisfied. We now consider the following candidate Lyapunov function:

\[
W(x) = W(\eta, \omega^G, V_{ac}, V_{dc}, x_{SG}, x_{DG}, x_C) = W_E + W_\omega + W_{ac} + W_{dc} + W_{SG} + W_{DG} + W_C
\]

where

\[
W_E = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{(i,j) \in E_{ac}} B_{ij}(\eta_{ij} - \eta_{ij}^*)^2, \quad W_{SG} = \sum_{j \in G_{ac}} W^{SG}_j(x_{SG}^j), W_{DG} = \sum_{j \in G_{dc}} W^{DG}_j(x_{DG}^j),
\]

\[
W_C = \sum_{j \in X} W^C_j(x_C^j)
\]

By taking the time derivative, i.e.

\[
\dot{W} = \frac{dW}{dt} = \frac{\partial W}{\partial x} \cdot \dot{x} + \frac{\partial W}{\partial \omega} \cdot \dot{\omega} + \frac{\partial W}{\partial \eta} \cdot \dot{\eta} + \frac{\partial W}{\partial \omega^G} \cdot \dot{\omega^G} + \frac{\partial W}{\partial V_{ac}} \cdot \dot{V_{ac}} + \frac{\partial W}{\partial V_{dc}} \cdot \dot{V_{dc}} + \frac{\partial W}{\partial x_{SG}} \cdot \dot{x_{SG}} + \frac{\partial W}{\partial x_{DG}} \cdot \dot{x_{DG}} + \frac{\partial W}{\partial x_C} \cdot \dot{x_C}
\]

adding appropriate terms corresponding to the equilibrium conditions of (10), recalling the appropriate assumptions on the generator dynamics (Assumptions 2 and 3) and ILC dynamics (Assumptions 4), and simplifying, we can obtain:

\[
W \leq \sum_{j \in N_{ac}} (\omega_j - \omega_j^*) (\beta_{ij} - \beta_{ij}^*) + \sum_{j \in G_{ac}} (V_{ac}^j - V_{ac}^*) (\epsilon_{ij}^j - \epsilon_{ij}^*)
\]

\[
+ \sum_{j \in G_{dc}} (V_{dc}^j - V_{dc}^*) (\beta_{ij}^j - \beta_{ij}^*) + \sum_{j \in N_{ac}} (\omega_j - \omega_j^*) (\beta_{ij}^j - \beta_{ij}^*)
\]

\[
+ \sum_{j \in G_{ac}} (V_{ac}^j - V_{ac}^*) (\epsilon_{ij}^j - \epsilon_{ij}^*) + \sum_{j \in G_{dc}} (V_{dc}^j - V_{dc}^*) (\epsilon_{ij}^j - \epsilon_{ij}^*)
\]

\[
+ \sum_{j \in G_{ac}} W_{SG}^j + \sum_{j \in G_{dc}} W_{DG}^j + \sum_{j \in X} W_C^j
\]

Using Assumptions 2, 3 and 4 respectively, we can show that \( W \) is a non-increasing function of time. \( W_E \) has a strict global minimum at \( \eta = \eta^* \). Likewise \( W_\omega, W_{ac}, W_{ac}, W_{dc}, W_{SG}, W_{DG}, W_C \), have strict global minima at \( \omega^G^*, V_{ac}^*, V_{dc}^*, x_{SG}^*, x_{DG}^*, x_C^* \), and are also quadratic (see Remark 2). Therefore \( W(x) \) is radially unbounded.

We then apply LaSalle’s Theorem [29], with \( W \) as the Lyapunov-like function, which states that all trajectories of the system starting within a compact positively invariant set \( T \) converge to the largest invariant set \( \Xi \) within \( T \) that satisfies \( \dot{W} = 0 \). The latter implies from (16) using the input strict passivity of the buses in \( N_{ac} \) and \( G_{dc} \) that \( \omega = \omega^* \) and \( V_{ac} = V_{ac}^*, V_{dc} = V_{dc}^* \) from (5), we also have that \( i_{dc} \) is equal to equilibrium value \( i_{dc}^* \) since \( i_{dc}^* \) is a linear function of the voltages \( V_{dc} \). Therefore, the inputs to the ILCs (i.e.
Furthermore, Lyapunov stability of any other equilibrium $x^C$ are also equal to constant equilibrium values for any trajectory in the compact invariant set $x^C$. Likewise $W^G$ and $x^DC$ are constant within $\Xi$ by the asymptotic stability of the subsystems associated with generation. Also, $\omega = \omega^*$ implies the angle differences $\gamma$ are constant within $\Xi$. The set $T$ can be chosen as $T = \{x: W(x) - W(x^*) \leq \epsilon\}$ for some constant $\epsilon > 0$. Since $W(x)$ is radially unbounded $T$ can be chosen arbitrarily large by choosing $\epsilon$ sufficiently large, hence we have by LaSalle’s Theorem [29] global convergence to the set of equilibrium points.

This can be strengthened to convergence of each trajectory to an equilibrium point using [37, Theorem 4.20], by noting that each equilibrium point is also Lyapunov stable. In particular, Lyapunov stability of $x^*$ follows from the fact that the positively invariant $T$ is a neighbourhood of $x^*$ that can be chosen sufficiently close to $x^*$ for $\epsilon > 0$ sufficiently small. Furthermore, Lyapunov stability of any other equilibrium $\tilde{x}$ can be deduced using the same analysis but with $x^*$ replaced by $\tilde{x}$.
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Note that a set is invariant if it is both positively and negatively invariant. Hence for an asymptotically stable linear system with constant input the only trajectories that are in a compact invariant set are equilibrium points.

Note that the passivity properties used will also hold about $\dot{x}$ due to the linearity of the dynamics considered.


